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â€œKennedy Chase is one of my new authors.Her books are always interesting and I look forward

to reading them.â€• â€” Debbie Perry.â€œI love the way Kennedy Chase writes, I can't get enough of

her books.â€• â€” Marcela Rostosky.Cats, Cakes, and Clues Volume 1 includes three of Kennedy

Chasesâ€™ best-selling mystery books, all of which are full of laughter, clues, delectable cakes, and

characters that will have you turning the pages late into the night. Combined, these books have

received over 700 reviews from satisfied readers. Grab yourself a bargain today and save $8 on the

retail price for the individual books. The box set includes:MURDER ON THE HILL - Harley Hill

Mysteries, Vol.1Harley Hillâ€™s the newest sleuth in town. Her first case is to discover why a

mysterious object was left behind at a jewelry store break-in. But when it turns into a murder case,

Harley will need all her skills to find the killer and uncover the secret of the artifact. With the help of

her new friends, an inquisitive cat, and two dashing men, Harley faces a race against the clock to

catch a murderer.MURDER ON THE PAGE - Harley Hill Mysteries, Vol.2When Harley and her

partner Cordelia are tasked to find a rare diary belonging to Queen Elizabethâ€™s closet confident,

John Dee, they think it will be a routine case. But before they start their investigation into this

â€˜Doomsday Diaryâ€™ they discover a murder! A MYSTIC MURDER - Witches of Hemlock Cove,

Vol.1Grace Angelo, born and bred in the small coastal town of Hemlock Cove is a retired

detectiveâ€¦ and a witch. She works with her two elder sisters at their old guesthouse converted into

a bakery â€” until the body of the local bar owner is discovered inside their oven. Faced with

mounting bills and no way to fulfill the contract for a huge banquet, Grace has her work cut out for

her.Each book is approximately 200+ pages and is a complete resolved mystery. Kindle Unlimited

readers can get his box set for free as part of your subscription for a limited time.
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I find it difficult to find such light hearted and yet provoking mystery writing such as Kennedy Chase

gives us. The characters are developed in their own way but Harley has such a sense of humor and

adventure she both amuses and frightens herself. I have read "Hill, Page, Kitchen & Cake" and

found each more than enjoyable reading. As the characters of Harley and Grace develop we learn

more of their backgrounds in each novel. I look forward to more. I am a great fan of action -

adventure having read all Clancy, Cussler, Crichton, etc but these are different and so much fun.

Yes I am a fan of Kennedy Chase!

I read an incredible number of mysteries. This first novel pops with all sorts of information - all of

which lead to more questions. The central mystery is the murder of Mrs. Bellman and a necklace of

black diamonds, and then another death, and then... well, you'll find out for yourself. It doesn't stop

there. Did I mention loads of cash, a fake passport, gangsters and Nazi loot?As if that weren't

enough, the engaging main character isn't who she used to be, well, maybe a little, but she's

working on becoming somebody a little better - except for the bit about tea, cake and champagne!

The wonderful characters around her have their own mysteriousness, and then there is a little bit of

sizzle.... A dominatrix, really?!? Oh, and there is that unresolved bit of Candi's almost ex. And Cole -

does he sound delicious? Dangerous? Not all is open and aboveboard there either. Party on friends

- there is a second book in this series and I bought it. Yes - actually PAID for the thing. That is how

good this book is! Enjoy!

Harley Hill is a street smart woman who grew up on the streets of London. Grace Angelo is a retired

police officer who is also a witch living in the small town of Hemlock Grove. Both characters go

through a series of trials and tribulations to solve cases that are thrust upon them. The two series



are well-written and keep the reader wondering whodunit throughout the stories presented. I am

looking forward to reading more from Kennedy Chase.

Not very engaging. The stories did not draw me in beyond being a reader. The characters were not

likeable to me, so I really did not care where plot went. But the stories did resolve crimes in at a

good pace.

Hill: We are introduced to Harley, a feisty young girl, and she starts on her 'career' of sleuthing. Fun

to read, though there are too many Americanisms considering all the characters are English. Worth

getting for a quick, amusing, read.Page: Another day, another murder, for Harley in her job as a

finder. Fun, though with an occasional serious side.*I've not read A Mystic Murder yet*

The Novel that caught and held my attention was "A Mystic Murder." I loved the blend of witches,

ancient watchers, current day murders, and the police procedural mixed with a light romance. I hope

it created a series.

Harley Hill is an unlikely hero. Coming up from a rough childhood, she is working for a gang boss

when she gets an opportunity to do some legitimate work. She makes new friends and solves

mysteries alongside them and saves the day.

I'm so glad I bought these books as I typically go for the freebies. The characters were memorable

and likable and the plot had enough twists to keep me turning the pages in anticipation. The

author's writing flows nicely and I loved that the endings were not predictable. I have found a new

favorite author!
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